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Introduotion 

At its 1968 meeting the Suboommittee for Assessments prepared 
a review of the state of the ~i&heries. in the ICNAF area, and, with 
regard to Subarea 1. ood, it waS .oonoluded that this stbak :l.s· demon
strably overexploited~/Redbook, ~ I, p~ ',0, 1968/. This oonolu- ' 
sion was drawn frOlll assessments summarized under Appendix 1,Annex 1 
(p.44 of that Redbook/ which were based on a oonstant parameter moder 
using the parameters 1:I.sted· /111 " 0.21 and assuming 'knife-edge' recru
itment at speoif1edleVels1o/L. Taking the i1hreShold 10 .. '5 em 
indioated that ;yield pe;-reol'llit would inoreasewith up to 60 per 
oent reduotion in f:!.shing mortaU,ty /Fit the altel'llative caicula
tion using 10 45 em suggested that the level o:f F in 1965/66 }=0.6/ 
W8.S .olose to the optimum for the mesh size in use. In no oase was 
the stool: under exploited and the present si'f1uat1on was oonsiAered 
to 1:I.e wi thin the range given •. An. alternative empirioal analysis 
of the catch statiatics for Subarea 1 cod alsoindioated the. level 
of f.ishing to be "lose.to the optimum and henoeoon:formed more 
closely to the rigorous assesllment using 1 c .. 45 om /carrod 1968/ • 

At its mid-term meeting in london in January 1969 the Sub~ 
Oomm1 tteemade pro".i"ional estimates 'ofUle. oa:l;ch quotas that should 
be set to aohieve speoified reduotions in fiSn1ng mortsllty in. 1969, 
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though these were not related to stipulated managment objectives. 

These quotas were based on oalculations prepared by one of us 

IHorsted 1969/. The form of these calculations provided further 

infonnation on the pattern of recruitment to this fishery, and so 

permits the assumption of 'knife-edge'seleotion to be replaoed by 

v~iation of fishing mortality with age. A yield per recruit curve 

has therefore been re-oalculated to inolude this extra information 

in order to confirm the earlier conolusions of the Suboommittee. 

The estimation of partial recruitment values 

The working paper referred ~o calculated the numerical 

abundance of each age-group at the beginning of each year using 

a defined value of F for all age-groups and years. For each age

group estimates wer~ made in two ways: 

/il as the survivors from the.stook in year XI 

/iil as the number of fish at the beginning of year X + 1 

necessary to generate the catch observed in that yea~. 

'l'he difference between these estimates represents the 

number of..!!!!)! reoruits limmigrants ?I entering the age-group X + 1, 

and the ratio between this and the number in the stock of a year

class at the beginning of year x measures these newreoruits a8 a 

proportion of the previous stock of that year-alass. These propor

tions are shown for pairs of age-groups in Table 1. 

The ratio for age-groups 9/8 is negative in all cases and 

could b" interpreted in terms of emigration of olcier fish Ito East 

Greenland and Iceland/ ~r in terms of the variance of the estima

tes of mortality. It seems reasoIlB.ble to assume from the ratios 

of 8/7 that recruitment is complete in the eighth year and from 

this the proportion of total recruitment can be computed for 
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earlier ages. Thus, for ~le, if the ratio of new recruits 

at a I ~i to the stock of 7-year-olds IN7/, ,}fa/N7 • 0.1~, 

and rNa + N7 = 100, then N7 + 0.1~ N7 = 100 and N7 = 0.906. 

The estimated proportions of the total year olass recruited at 

each age-group are sOO1l%1 in Table 2, the value for '-year-olds 

having bean interpolated from the illulitration of these results 

in figure 1. They are underestimates to the extent that rN.: has 

not bean oorreoted for natural mortali t;r during the ;rear prior 

to recruitment. 

The origir.al derivation of these stock estimates from a 

oonstant "alue of 11' for all age-groups wi thin one year implies 

that all members of each age-group are equally available to the 

ltisher;r, The new recruits must therefore be immigrating into the 

area of the fishery. However, by definition, population models . , 
should oonsider a unit stbck whioh would initially contain 

all potential reorui ts to the fishery, but at varying degrees 

of availabilit;r. That means that the size of a year-class is 

determined before recruitmut, and its recruitment over a range 

of ages is expressed in variations of the catohabil1ty coeffi .. 

cient giving a proportion of lI'max' the fishing mortalit;r to 

whioh fully recruited age-groups are exposed. This approach to 

partial recruitment has been checked IGarrod,unpubl1shed/ by 

oalculating variations of 11"with age from the same original catch 

deta using Gulland's modification of the 'virtual population' 

technique IGulland 1965/. The sstimates so derived are compered 

with those estimated by assuming immigration of new recruits in 

Table 2. 

In effect this comparison does no more than check the 

aocuracy of the arithmetic, but it does illistrate the dual inter-
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pretation of the same figures, neither of which oan oe inaorp.:lrated 

in the constant parameter model. No~e however that 50 per aent 

recruitment oocurs at about five years of age, corresponding to 

an 1c :;0-60 em. This seems absurdly high in terms of the size of 

fish caught one -..:>uld expect all cod over 50 em 

to be available to all gears. However, we are considering ~aria

tions of F with age and this is not only a funotion of size, bu.t 

also of the concentration of fleets on particular parts of the 

stock. Thus, if immature and mature cod are intermingled in the 

autumn they will be subj ect to the same F in that part of the 

year, but, if fleets concetrate on preapawning or spawning aggrega

tions of mature fish earlier in the year, one may suspect these 

older fish to suffer a higher mortal1ty irrespective of their 

size in relation to a particular type of gear. The effectively 

high 1c may therefore not be unrealistic. 

Results 

These estimates of fishing mortality, varied with age, 

have been incorporated in a population model which gives the 

variation in yield per recruit illustrated in Figure 2. Taking the 

level of fishing mortality to have remained at F = 0.6, the same 

as in 1965/66 /the most recant years for which estimates are 

available at the time of writing/, this oalculation suggests that 

the upper limit of recruitment 1c = 45 cm used in the 1968 assessment 1 

was the more ne.ll'ly oorrect. It appears that the the level F = 0.6 

is close to that giving the maximum sustained yield, it is equally 

true that some reduction in effect would not have an appreciagle 

effect on the total yield, except for the immediate losses in the 

years immediately following regulations. The connotation that 
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could attach to the phrase 'demonstrably overexploited' does seem 

to overestate the situation'in this fishery as it was in 1966, 

especially since no evidence has been presented to show that fish

ing ms.y have had a significant efitect upon reorui tment in this 

stock. 
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